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Robots on the factory floors

welding robots at 
a Toyota plant 
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Robots coming into public awareness



Robots in the media



Robots leaving the factory floors

The “Champion”

Honda Asimo



Robots leaving the factory floors

family

hospital

home for elderly



Robots leaving the factory floors

Softbank’s “Pepper” robot in café

Amazon’s package delivery drone

Nissan “Autonomous Drive”



Robots leaving the factory floors

Hiroshi Ishiguro with Geminoid HI-4



Robots leaving the factory floors

Hiroshi Ishiguro’s Geminoid F 
at Takashimaya



Robots leaving the factory floors

Roboy at “TV Total” 
Stefan Raab

popular German TV show



Robots leaving the factory floors

female Android signing with human musicians



Robots leaving the factory floors

robots conducting wedding ceremony at the 
Waterhouse rooftop bar, Shanghai, 24 April 2013

video: Nathan Labhart
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Service robotics

domestic servant 
entertainment 
surveillance and rescue 
firefighters 
pet robots 
vacuum cleaners 
lawn mowers 
memory practice 
education and training 
self-driving cars 
milking and shearing 
delivery

inspection  
automated wheelchair 
surgery 
nanorobots in body 
rehabilitation 
assistive technologies 
neuroprosthetics 
teaching 
toy robots 
interactive robots for 
autistic children 
… 
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Robotics projections
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Service Robotics: 

2015: USD 8.4 bio 

2025: USD 26 bio



Megatrends in robotics

Megatrend 1: Robots leaving factory floors, moving into our own 
living space - service robotics



Interacting with robots

— to interact safely and comfortably with them

the closer they get the more important it is

— to understand them
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“I think — therefore I am”

René Descartes 
Discours de la méthode, 1637



Lego Mindstorms “creatures” 

“Crazy Bird”



“Crazy Bird”

Design and construction : Mike Rinderknecht



The “Passive Dynamic Walker”

Design and construction : Andy Ruina, Martijn Wisse, Steve Collins - Cornell University, Ithaca, New York



The “Passive Dynamic Walker”

Design and construction : Andy Ruina, Marijn Wisse, Steve Collins - Cornell University, Ithaca, New York



The “Passive Dynamic Walker”

Memory for walking ?



The dancing robot “Stumpy”

Memory for walking ?

Video : Max Lungarella, Raja Dravid - Dynamic Devices, Zurich



Interacting with robots

— to interact safely and comfortably with them

the closer they get the more important it is

— to understand them



Experience a touch of tomorrow!

social experiment - public window - community social experiment - public window - community 

Interaction with robots - getting close

entirely new design requirements 



Humans are largely “soft”

factory automation robots: 

hard materials: steel, plastics  
                         electrical motors

humans: 

85 % soft materials !



Megatrends in robotics

Megatrend 1: Robots leaving factory floors, moving into our own 
living space - service robotics

Megatrend 2: Human-robot interaction - “soft robotics”



Soft robotics - the “power of materials”

soft to touch 

soft, natural movements 

soft, pleasant, safe interaction



Traditional robot grasping

traditional robot arm grasping small object



The universal “coffee-balloon” gripper

credit: 

balloon and ground 
coffee

balloon filled with  
ground coffee 
vacuum pump grasping an object



The universal “coffee-balloon” gripper

all objects grasped with 
same control 

adaptivity at periphery 
(not centrally controlled)

credit: 

exploitation of soft materials



Megatrends in robotics

Megatrend 1: Robots leaving factory floors, moving into our own 
living space - service robotics

Megatrend 2: Human-robot interaction - “soft robotics”

Megatrend 3: Centralized —> distributed control: intelligent behavior 
is result of brain-body-environment interaction 



Robots not as individuals, but completely networked

The “human-robot cloud”



Megatrends in robotics

Megatrend 1: Robots leaving factory floors, moving into our own 
living space - “service robotics”

Megatrend 2: Human-robot interaction - “soft robotics”

Megatrend 3: Centralized —> distributed control: intelligent behavior 
is result of “brain-body-environment interaction”

Megatrend 4: Robots as part of “ecosystem” - the “human-robot 
cloud”



Back to Service robotics

domestic servant 
entertainment 
surveillance and rescue 
firefighters 
pet robots 
vacuum cleaners 
lawn mowers 
memory practice 
education and training 
self-driving cars 
milking and shearing 

delivery 
inspection  
automated wheelchair 
surgery 
nanorobots in body 
rehabilitation 
assistive technologies 
neuroprosthetics 
interactive robots for 
autistic children 
… 

virtually all areas of our lives ! 
they are already with us ! 



They are everywhere: Will they reproduce?



They are everywhere: Will they reproduce ?

Robots have long since reproduced - just their reproductive 
mechanism is different from ours



Switching off the robots ?

we need them 

we have to take care of them 

they force us to keep them running 

we are already their slaves ! 

do they have mean intentions ?



The real question …

is not whether we want them or not — we already have 
them ! 

but: In what direction should the development go ?  
       How can we guide the process without being overrun ?

—> The Robolounge !



Experience a touch of tomorrow !

social experiment - public window - community social experiment - public window - community 



Experience a touch of tomorrow!

social experiment - public window - community social experiment - public window - community 

Experience a touch of tomorrow !

What will it feel like to talk to them ?

Will they remember me ?

Do they have emotions - can they get angry ?

Can they see ? How well ? Can they smell ?



Experience a touch of tomorrow !



“Roboy” — inspiration for the Robolounge

“Hello -  
my name is Roboy”

Photography: Adrian Baer



“Roboy” — project

photography: Adrian Baer

for 25th anniversary of research laboratory: 

birthday present 

—> robot that no-one had ever built 
before



“Roboy” — project: goals

photography: Adrian Baer

research platform: 

muscles and tendons



“Roboy” — project: goals

photography: Adrian Baer

messenger of new generation of robots: 

share their living space with our own 

friendly, useful, fun interaction



“Roboy” — project: media coverage

Switzerland, Germany, France, Spain, England, Sweden, Italy, Turkey, 
Irland, Greece, Japan, China, India, USA, Canada, Brasil, Chile, 
Argentina, Vietnam, Israel, Egypt, Mexico, Korea, UK, Russia, ... 

photography: Adrian Baer

BBC, Financial Times, Discovery Channel, Wired, Huffington 
Post, CNET, Science World Report Reuters, Keystone, National 
Geographic, ZDF, Bild, Welt, Süddeutsche Zeitung, Berliner 
Zeitung, 3SAT, Deutsche Welle, Daily Mail, SRF Tagesschau, 
NZZ, Tages Anzeiger, 20Minuten, Züricher Wirtschaftsmagazin, 
MIT Technology Review, Outlook (Jet Aviation), …



“Roboy” — on tour

Itinerary: 
Zurich, Bern, Basel (Switzerland), Munich, Berlin, Hannover, Karlsruhe 
(Germany), Beijing, Shanghai (China), Washington, D.C. (US), 
Vorarlberg, Vienna (Austria), Doha (Qatar), Kyoto (Japan), … 

photography: Adrian Baer



“Roboy” — on tour

Washington D.C. (US)  
(Swiss Embassy)



TEDx Zurich 
(Switzerland)

“Roboy” — on tour

photography: Adrian Baer



at CEBIT, Hannover, 
Germany, 2014

“Roboy” — on tour

photography: Adrian Baer



at Penghao Theater, Beijing

“Roboy” — on tour



Shanghai Science and Technology Museum

“Roboy” — on tour
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“Roboy” — on tour

Doha 



“Roboy” — on tour

Roboy demonstration:
Jan Behrenbeck  
Technical University of Munich 
Germany



understanding the musculo-skeletal system  
(medical doctors, physiotherapists) 

understanding brain lesions (stroke  
patients - Human Brain Project) 

human-robot cooperation 

receptionist

photography: Adrian Baer

“Roboy” — applications



understanding the musculo-skeletal system  
(medical doctors, physiotherapists) 

understanding brain lesions (stroke  
patients - Human Brain Project) 

human-robot cooperation 
photography: Adrian Baer

“Roboy” — applications

 
receptionist —> Robolounge ! 



Experience a touch of tomorrow !

social experiment - public window - community social experiment - public window - community 
Credit:: Matthias Clostermann - Infinite Mind Studios, Malaga, Spain
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Credit:: Matthias Clostermann - Infinite Mind Studios, Malaga, Spain

Matthias Clostermann



Experience a touch of tomorrow !

See you all in the 
Robolounge in 2016 !

See you all in the 
Robolounge in 2016 !



Artist impression of meeting realistic androids

Credit:: Matthias Clostermann - Infinite Mind Studios, Malaga, Spain



Artist impression of seating area with waiter drones

Credit:: Matthias Clostermann - Infinite Mind Studios, Malaga, Spain



Artist impression of robotic bartender

Credit:: Matthias Clostermann - Infinite Mind Studios, Malaga, Spain



Artist impression of robotic bartender (pouring beer)

Credit:: Matthias Clostermann - Infinite Mind Studios, Malaga, Spain



Artist impression of “bouncer” robot

Credit:: Matthias Clostermann - Infinite Mind Studios, Malaga, Spain


